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In 2016, LONDON SKY Aviation Agency established and grown rapidly 
into one of the leading Travel & Tourism operators in Erbil, IRAQ.

while effectively serving corporate and casual clients. 
These accomplishments have helped to build a strong foundation for These accomplishments have helped to build a strong foundation for 
us. Today, we operate globally, offering you a variety of viable travel & 
tour solutions across major as well as unique destinations not catered 
by any other service providers. We have proven ourselves time and 
again by adhering to industry recognized practices and benchmarks.

CEO’s Message
Adhering to industry recognized practices and benchmarks.

I am certain that LONDON SKY Aviation Agency's strength now lies in its 
sheer ability to develop over the forthcoming years while providing you 
with an experience like never before. We are proud to be part of a journey 
of development and a race for excellence; to consolidate Erbil’s position 
as an evolving, leading and unrivaled contender worldwide. Meanwhile, I 
would like to personally thank each one of you for your continued support 
towards our company.  
To conclude, I am happy to say that we have made our environment, To conclude, I am happy to say that we have made our environment, 
a stable and secure one through committed staff and top clients.
We believe that we are just at the beginning of an even more rewarding
journey.

Salih Sheikh Ahmed Barznji
salih@londonskyco.com
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London Sky Aviation Agency, an approved consolidator in the travel and       
tourism sector, has been akey player in the region, offering unmatched           
services. Regarded as one of the leading Tour Operatorsin Kurdistan. 

Upholding the highest standards of services and product excellence, our Upholding the highest standards of services and product excellence, our 
growth has been led by thededicated efforts of all our staff members, and our 
commitment to adhering to the highestprofessional standards and ethics. 
The acknowledged performance in terms of customer satisfactionand a        
devoted focus to provide the finest tourism and travel experience has placed 
us in the topleague of Inbound and Outbound Tour Operators in Kurdistan 
Reg.

One of the leading Travel and Tourism operators in Erbil.
About us
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Mission & Vision
We have been able to disco ver a mission and a vision, 
which helps us, strive to acco mplish our dreams and goals.

At London Sky Aviation Agency, we commit ourselves to 
absolute customer care. We fully realise that our success 
depends upon customer satisfaction and thus spare the 
most effort in ensuring that our clients receive the best 
services from a wide range of offers. To portray that as 
an organisation, we honour our commitment and deliver 
on our promises.

We turn your dreams into experience, then into memories. 
Mission

To be the leader in the Travel & Tourism industry locally 
and eventually worldwide.

A true leader in civil aviation; an airline connecting the world.
Vision



1. Your safety is our priority
We commit  a massive effort to ensure our customers’ safe 
travels to their destination. 

2. With integrity we do actions
We perform our duties tangibly with the highest level of 
ethics.

3. In trust, we built our reputation
We treasure our customers’ trust to escalate our work over 
time.

4.We seek Excellence in everything
We foster enhancing creativity and excellence to work 
beyond boundaries.  

our Values 
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Out Bound Holidays
Tour Packages to various scenic countries of the world.

In Bound Tours
Tour Packages within Erbil and Kurdistan

Transportation
Limousine Services to Economic Transportation, Car 
rentals, Air Charter services. Assistance and transport 
services upon arrival at any ports/airports in the world.

Air Tickets
International & Domestic Airlines reservations and ticketing 
with delivery services.

Our Services Hotel / Apartment reservation
International & Domestic Airlines reservations and ticketing 
with delivery services.

Corporate
Conferences, meetings & incentive programmes locally 
& worldwide.

Worldwide Health Insurance cover
We provide international health insurance plans, flexible 
cover and support for anyone going abroad. 

Providing emergency private jet 
Your safety is the number one priority, our emergency ambulance 
jet service is always alert and will be sent directly in any situation 
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VIP/CIP worldwide arrangement 
We provide the ultimate privacy and luxury services for VIP/CIP clients, 
your luxury needs are our priority. 

Train Ticket 
We offer the purchase and reservation of train tickets worldwide and 
insure that you reach your destination as soon as possible.

Visa Department 
Providing visa application for all countries that are available, Schengen Visa, 
United Kingdom, Canada, and United States visa.

Other Services
Travel insurance. Special rates for group excursions, travel/tour 
& desert safaris. Visa assistance to various countries such as 
UAE, UK, USA, SCHENGEN countries, etc

We sincerely hope that 
the above-mentioned services 
will meet all your requirements.
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Commitment to demonstrate exemplary service

London Sky Aviation Agency’s Tours and Travel “Corporate Travel” package is 
a collection of business travel operations, which are dedicated to providing 
companies cost-effective, travel management solutions.

We are a premier, service-oriented travel management company and one 
of Erbil’s most reputable; private owned travel agency, with a commitment to 
demonstrating exemplary travel and tour services along with value to our 
corporateclientele. Our company assures of providing and facilitating, with 
the recognition and service that your company deserves for its travel                 
expenditure.

Our main focus is customer satisfaction. We constantly expand our client 
base and seek ways to surpass your expectations. Services we offer range 
from ticketing, hotel reservations, car rental, emergency travel services,         
corporate travel management and travel insurance.

Corporate Travel
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Visa and Travel Insurance
We at London Sky Aviation Agency want to ensure that your travel is always free 
of hassles and stresses. Keeping this perspective in view the visa department 
was established for simplifying the application processes and procedures. Also 
being the pioneers of the Travel Industry in the Erbil and with years of                        
experience, it has given us an umbrella of valuable knowledge in                               
understanding the dynamics of global travel. Our professional team of visa    
consultants is always at your service with proper guidance and assistance in 
the processing of visas for most countries.

Please note the decision for issuance of visas is solely with the respective
embassies.

Travel Insurance
We provide the blanket for your safe trip in case of any unforeseen issues that 
may arise during your travel. A travel Insurance is intended to cover medical      
expenses, and any service default of the travel suppliers resulting in costs while 
travelling either on domestic or international flights. The premium charges vary 
depending on the coverage and
duration required.duration required.



Events Consultancy
Our staff offers to associations, ministries, academies, institutions and             
foundations all the services which are necessary to organize exhibitions          
satisfying every standard. We support our clients in the research and choice of 
the best locations.
Our Event Consultants are specialized in organizing Medical, Tourism and        
Scientific Exhibitions. We also propose creative solutions and the best                    
locations for related events such as workshops and seminars.

Accommodation: Selection of suitable hotels, reservations requests, 
compilation and mailing of official conformation documents. 

Transportation: Meet and greet services at the airport, railway
station, multi-language assistance at hotels,conference centers, VIP 
transportation. 

Booking: Booking service for plane, ferry tickets, Organizing of pre and 
post conference tours.

A full package is available for such events like,
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Our Team
Dedication to excellence

Feedback and Suggestions

We look forward to hearing from our customers 
and hope you experience a memorable trip!

Maintaining high levels of customer satisfaction is 
of most importance to our management and staff, 
through the hospitality provided; and services 
availed from London Sky Aviation Agency. If you 
would like to provide us with your       valuable feed-
back or suggestions, do kindly send us an email on
 info@londonskyco.com
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Comprehending the responsibility on the shoulders of each team 
member at London Sky Aviation Agency, we strive to be one of the 
most competitive companies in the travel & tourism industry, while 
paying significant attention towards efficiency in operations and 
providing reliable service to customers. Our team is at your service 
to cater to your needs by providing the highest standards of quality 
services fused with professionalism and dedication.



ATPI

What is ATPI? 

What do they provide?  

Where are they? 

The ATPI Group is one of the world’s leading and long established 
global travel management and events businesses. With a footprint of 
wholly owned offices and network partners in over 100 locations 
around the world.

ATPI boasts market leading travel booking technology, corporate 
event management skills and specialist knowledge in sectors such as 
shipping, energy and offshore, sports, retail, finance and professional 
services.

ATPI’s main headquarters are located in Hammersmith, London. They 
have agents all over the world and their services are offered across 
all agents.

London Sky is the official agent
for ATPI in Iraq and Kurdistan. 
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